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Abstract 
A graph X is End-regular if its endomorphism onoid End X is regular in the sernigroup 
sense, that is, for any f in  End X there exists g in End X with fgf=f. End-regular bipartite 
graphs were characterized in [l]. In this paper, End-regular graphs are obtained through the 
lexicographic product of End-regular graphs, and strong End-regular graphs (End-orthodox 
graphs) are investigated. 
1. Introduction 
Graphs and their edge-preserving endomorphisms have been studied for a long 
time. Quite a few authors investigated endomorphism onoids of graphs. The 
idea is to relate the structure of graphs with the corresponding algebraic properties 
of their endomorphism onoids. Because endomorphism onoids contain more 
information about the associated graphs than automorphism groups, the study 
of the former is sure to yield more fruitful results. In [5], Knauer investigated 
the graph whose endomorphism onoid and automorphism group coincides. 
In [1], the author characterized bipartite graphs whose endomorphism onoids are 
regular. In this paper, we continue to investigate graphs with regular endomorphism 
monoids. 
We consider only finite, simple graphs X with vertex V(X) and edge set E(X). Write 
{X1, Xz}EE(X ) if vertices xl and x2 are adjacent in X. For two graphs X and Y, 
a mapping f:  V(X) ~ V(Y)  is said to be a homomorphism from X to Y if f preserves 
adjacency of vertices, i.e., {xx, x2} e E(X) implies {f(x~), f(x2)} e E(Y). If f is bijective 
and f -1  is a homomorphism from Y to X, thenf is  said to be an isomorphism from 
X to Y. If X = Y, the above mappings are called endomorphisms and automorphisms 
respectively. A monoid is a semigroup with an identity. Let End X denote the 
set of all endomorphisms of X, Aut X the set of all automorphisms of X. For 
f~ End X, O e End X, the product of 9f defined by 9f(x) = 9(f(x)) for all x ~ V(X). 
Then End X forms a monoid, and Aut X a group under this product. Chll End X the 
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endomorphism onoid of a graph X, and Aut X the automorphism group of X. 
Obviously, Aut X ___ End X. 
Recall that an element f in  a monoid S is called regular if there exists g ~ S such that 
fgf  = f;  g is called a pseudoinverse off; the monoid S is called regular if each element 
in S is regular. An element ee S is called an idempotent if e = ee. Let E(S) denote the 
set of idempotents of S. A regular monoid S is called orthodox if E(S) forms 
a submonoid of S, that is, ef~ E(S) for any e ~ E(S), f~  E(S). An orthodox monoid S is 
called left inverse if ege = ge for any e, g ~ E(S). 
For other references for Graph Theory and Semigroup Theory, see [3] and [4] 
respectively. 
A graph X is said to be End-regular (End-orthodox) if its endomorphism onoid 
End X is regular (orthodox). Since any orthodox monoid is regular, any End-ortho- 
dox graph is End-regular. 
2. End-regular graphs 
A bipartite graph is a graph without even cycles. A complete bipartite graph K,, m is 
a bipartite graph with partition (A, B), and I AI = n, I Br = m. The union graph Xw Y of 
two graphs X and Y has vertex set V(X)w V(Y), edge set E(X)wE(Y). Denote nX by 
n copies of graph X. A double star T(r, s) is a graph obtained by connecting two 
centres of two stars Ka.r and K1,s. In paper [1], the author obtained the following 
results: A bipartite graph X is End-regular if and only if X is one of the following 
graphs: a complete bipartite graph K,.m (n, m ~> 0), a double star T(r, s) (r, s) >>. 1), 
a cycle C6 of length 6, a cycle C8 of length 8, or a path P4 of length 4, a disconnected 
graph nK1, (n - 1)K~wK2, or nK2, n >>- 2. 
In this section we investigate the End-regularities of the lexicographic product of 
graphs. The aim is to give more classes of End-regular graphs by the lexicographic 
product of graphs. 
Let X and Y be two graphs. The lexicographic product X[Y]  is a graph with vertex 
set V(X[Y])  = V(X) x V(Y), and edge set E(X[Y])  = {{(x, y), (x', y')} J {x, x'} ~E(X), 
or x = x' and {y,y'}~E(Y)}. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  X [Y ]  is End-regular, then both X and Y are End-regular. 
Proof. For any feEnd X, define the mapping (f, c) on the vertex set V(X[Y] )  as 
follows: 
( f  c)(x, y) = (f(x), y) for all (x, y)e V(X[Y]).  
Then ( f , c )eEndX[Y] .  So, ( f c )  is regular in EndX[Y] .  That is, there exists 
pseudoinverse g End X[Y]  with ( f  c)g(f c) = ( f  c). Moreover, 
g(x,y) =(x',y) for all (x ,y)eV(X[Y]) .  
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Define f ' :V (X)~ V(X) as, f ' (x)= x', where x' satisfies g(x, y)= (x', y). We now 
prove f '~  End X. For any {Xl, x2) ~ E(X), we get {(xl, y), (x2, y)} ~ E(X[Y]). Then 
{(X'l, y), (x~, y)} = { g(Xl, y), g(x2, y)} ~ E(X[Y]). So we get {X'l, x~} 6 E(X). That is, 
( , f ' (x1),  f'(x2))E E(X).  Therefore, f '  is an endomorphism of X. And by definition of 
f ' ,  we get g = (f ' ,  c). Then (f, c)(f', c)(f, c) = (f, c). That is (ff'f, c) = (f, c). So, 
f f ' f=f  This means that f i s  regular in End X. Therefore, X is End-regular. 
Similarly, we can prove that Y is End-regular too. [] 
The converse of this proposition is not true. That is, X [ Y ] may not be End-regular 
although X and Y are End-regular. We have the lemma from [1] before two examples. 
Let f  be an endomorphism of a graph X. The symbols ran(f) and R(f)  will be used 
to denote the range of the mapping f and the subgraph induced by the set ran(f). 
Further, f]v(m denote the restriction of mapping f to a subset V(A) of V(X). An 
endomorphismfis called a retraction ifi f=f ,  that is, f (a) = a for all a in ran(f); an 
induced subgraph A of X is called a retract if there exists a retraction f such that 
R(f)  = A. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f be an endomorphism of the graph X. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) f is regular. 
(2) R(f)  is a retract and there exists a retract A such that flvtA) is an isomorphism from 
A to R(f). 
Example 1. Let X = K~wK1, Y = P2 be as in Fig. 1. 
0 
X: o o Y: 1 
0 1 
Xlr]: 
00 
01 
02 
10 
12 
Fig. 1. 
(000102101112)  
f=  10 11 10 12 11 12 eEndX[Y] .  
There is no retract A of X [Y] such thatf[v(A) maps A isomorphically onto R(f). So, 
f i s  not regular in End X[Y] ,  and X[Y]  is not End-regular. 
Example 2. Let X = P2,  Y = P2,  be as in Fig. 2. 
(00 01 02 10 11 12 20 21 )~EndX[y] .22  
g= 21 20 21 10 11 12 22 21 22 
Similarly, g is not a regular element and End X[Y]  is not a regular monoid. 
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X: o o o Y: 1 
0 1 2 
X[Y]: 01 
Fig. 2. 
00 ~ 20 
21 
02 22 
These two examples also mean that most of the lexicographic products of End- 
regular bipartite graphs are not End-regular. Notice that in Example 1 one of two 
graphs is disconnected and in Example 2 both graphs are connected. 
The length of a shortest cycle in X is called the girth of X and denote by g(X). Write 
End X[End Y] for the wreath product of monoids End X and End Y. In [2], the 
author obtained the following result. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X and Y be Ka-free connected graphs. I f  g(X) or g(Y) is odd, then 
End XEY]  = End X[End Y]. 
For graphs X and Y satisfying the conditions in the above Lemma, End-regularity 
of X[Y]  is equivalent with the regularity of the wreath product of two monoids 
End X and End Y. Since the endomorphism onoid of a graph is just a transforma- 
tion monoid, that is, a submonoid of the full transformation monoid on the vertex set 
of the graph, it is natural to study the regularity of the wreath product of transforma- 
tion monoids. Fortunately, the wreath product of transformation monoids was 
extensively studied by Lallement, and the regularity of wreath products of two 
monoids was studied by several authors (for example [7, 8]). 
A transformation monoid S is a pair (X, M) where M is a submonoid of the full 
transformation monoid on the set X. For every x e X, fe  M, we denote by f (x) the 
image of x under the mappingf. Write idx for the identity mapping on the set X. We 
assume that the identity of every submonoid M is idx. Let S = (X, M) and T = (Y, N) 
be two transformation monoids. Their wreath product Sw x T is the transformation 
monoid (X x Y, S x T x) on the Cartesian product X x Y, with S x T ~ = {(f, k): f~ S, 
k is a mapping from X to T} and ( f  k)(x, y) = (f(x), k(x)y) for every xeX,  y~ Y , feS  
and k e T ~, where T x is the set of all mappings from X to T. The multiplication is 
defined by ( f  k)(g,j) = (fg, kgj) for everyf geS, k, j e  r ~. Here kj(x) = k(x)j(x) for 
every xeX,  and kge r ~ is defined by ko(x ) = k(g(x)). 
Nico [7] obtained the following: 
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a monoid acting on a set X from the left. Let T be another monoid. 
Then the wreath product Sw x T is regular if and only if 
(N1) S and T are regular, and 
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(N2) for every feS  and k e T x, there is some e = e2eS such that S f= Se and 
k(x) ~ K(ex) T for all x ~ X. 
For a monoid S and an element f in  S, write fS = {fs lseS} and Sf= {sf lseS}. 
Since S is regular, for any f~S there exists f ' eS  with f f ' f=f .  Let e =f~" then 
ee = (f)c)(f)c)  =f , ( f f f )  =f f= e, and Sf= Se. If T is a group, then tT = r for any 
t~T.  
Proposition 2.5. The monoid End X [End Y ] is regular if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) End X and End Y are regular, and 
(2) End X or End Y is a group. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Condition (2) of this Proposition implies Condition 
(N2) in Lemma 2.4. Suppose End X is a group, then there is only one element 
e = e 2 6 End X, and e = idx, i.e., the identity endomorphism on the set V(X). For any 
f6End X, there is only one inverse f -1  with f f - l= f - l f=  idx = e. It is clear 
(End X) f=(EndX) id~ = End X. Since idx(x)= x for all xEV(X) ,  we get for 
kE(End y)VtX) that k(x)EK(idxx)End Y for all x~V(X) .  In case that End Y is 
a group (N2) follows obviously. [] 
A graph X is called unretractive if End X is a group. Knauer [5, 6] investigated 
various unretractive graphs. For example, the following graphs are unretractive: color 
critical graphs (including odd cycle C2,+ ~, complete graphs K,), the Petersen graph 
and so on. 
Theorem 2.6. Let X and Y be graphs satisfying the conditions in Lemma 2.3. I f  X and 
Y are End-regular, and one of them is unretractive, then X [ Y ] is End-regular. 
Notice that Knauer [1] obtained the following result: C2n+l[Y] is unretractive if 
and only if Y is an unretractive graph. From Theorem 2.6 we have 
Corollary 2.7. Let Y be a K3-free connected graph. I f  Y is End-regular, then for n > l, 
both C2n+ I [Y]  and Y[-C2,+1] are End-regular graphs. 
Corollary 2.8. Let X be an unretractive graph with g(X) >~ 5. I f  Y is an End-regular 
connected bipartite graph, then both X [Y ] and Y IX ]  are End-regular graphs. 
Thus, we obtained other End-regular graphs through the lexicographic products of 
unretractive graphs with girth not less than 5 and End-regular connected bipartite 
graphs. Especially, we have 
Corollary 2.9. Let Y be an End-regular connected bipartite graph. Then for n > 1, the 
lexicographic products C2n + 1 [ Y ] and Y [C2, + 1] are End-regular. 
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3. End-orthodox graphs 
In this section we investigate End-orthodox graphs. By definition, we know that an 
End-regular graph X is End-orthodox if and only if for any retractions e andfo f  the 
graph X, ef is also a retraction. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  X is End-orthodox, then so is R(e) for any e6End X. 
Proof. Suppose that End X is orthodox. For any eeEnd X, R(e) is a retract of X. 
Therefore, without loss of generality, let e ~ E(End X). For any f  g e E(End R(e)), we 
have fe, geeEndX,  and ef=f  eg=g.  So, ( fe ) ( fe )=f (e f )e=f fe=fe ,  then 
fe~E(EndX) .  Similarly 9e~E(EndX).  Since EndX is orthodox, we get (fe) 
(ge) e E(End X). Thus, fge = f (eg)e = (fe)(ge) = (fege)(fege) =fegefege = fgfge, and 
then fgfg =fg follows. This means that fg~E(EndR(e)).  Therefore, since R(e) is 
End-regular, we have proved that R(e) is End-orthodox. [] 
Proposition 3.2. Let KI , ,  be a star, n >>- 1. Then End KI , ,  is orthodox if and only if 
n<~2. 
Proof. Let A = {1, 2, .. . ,  n} be a set, and T(A) denote the full transformation monoid 
on the set A. Then we have T(A) is orthodox if and only if [A [ ~< 2. In fact, the example 
4 :)(I , 4 :) 
shows that T(A) is not orthodox if [A[ > 2. It is a routine to show T(A) is orthodox if 
[A[ ~<2. 
Consider the star KI,. ,  n ~> 1. Let V(KL ,  ) = {0,1,2 . . . . .  n}, E (KL ,  ) = {{0, 1}, 
{0, 2} . . . . .  {0, n}}. Then there is a bijection from E(End K~,,) to E(T(A)): 
(~ 1 2 ..- n )  (1 2 ... n ) _ _  
il i2.-- i, il i2 ... i, 
Where ij ¢ O, j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Similarly, if n > 2, we can find two idempotents of 
End KI, , ,  but their product is not an idempotent. Thus, End KI , ,  is orthodox if and 
only ifn~<2. [] 
Corollary 3.3. Let X be a bipartite graph. I f  X is End-orthodox, then the maximum 
degree A <~ 2. 
Proof. Otherwise, ifA > 2, then X has an induced subgraph Kl,k,  where k > 2. From 
Proposition 3.2 we know KI,k is not End-orthodox. Since K1, k is a retract of X, it 
follows from Proposition 3.1 that X is not End-orthodox. [] 
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The following theorem gives a characterization forbipartite graphs with orthodox 
endomorphism onoids. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a bipartite 9raph. Then X is End-orthodox ifand only if X is one 
~f the followino graphs: K1, K2, P2, P3, C4, 2Kt and Kx~K2. 
Proof. Suppose X is an End-orthodox bipartite graph. Using Corollary 3.3 we know 
that X is one of the following possible graphs: K,, m (0 <~ n, m <<. 2), T(r, s) (r = s = 1), 
C6, P4, C8, nK1, (n -- 1)KlWK2, nK2. 
T(1, 1) = P3 is a path of length 3. The idempotent set E(End P3) of the endomor- 
phism monoid End P3 contains the following six elements: 
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 
(~ 1031) '  (~ 1 
1 2 1 2 (0  33)(001 3) 
which is closed under composition. Therefore, End P3 is orthodox. 
The following examples show that End C6, End P4 and End Cs are not orthodox. 
(00123451) (02123453)=(02123451)  
1 2 1 0 3 2 3 4 1 2 1 0 
(~ 12340) (0212344)1  2 1 3 2 3 =(~ 12340)1  2 1 
( ;  123456 : ) (~ 12345673)  
1 2 1 0 1 0 3 2 3 4 3 4 
=(0212345671)  
1 2 1 0 1 0  
i.e., in all three 
potents. 
Let V(2K2)= {1, 2, 3, 4}, E(2K2)= {{1, 2}, {3,4}}, then 
graphs we have found idempotents whose products are not idem- 
is not idempotent, which shows that End 2K2 is not orthodox. 
Let V(2K I~K2)= {1, 2, 3, 4}, E(2KIuK2)= {3, 4}, then 
(12232 3 : ) ( i  233 : )=(12233 344) 
is not idempotent, which shows that End 2K1uK2 is not orthodox. 
23 2 3 ;) 23 3 3 11 (1 1 
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Therefore, X is one of the following graphs: Ko, 1, K1,1, K1,2, K2,2, P3, 2K~, 
K lwK2,  i.e., K1, K2, P2, P3, C4, 2K1 and K~wK2. And these graphs are apparently 
End-orthodox. [] 
Let S be a monoid acting on the set X from the left. S permutes X means that ex = x 
for any e = ee ~ S, all x 6 X. Tatsuhiko Saito in [8] obtained the following: 
Lemma 3.5. Let S be a monoid acting on the set X from the left, and let T be another 
monoid. Then the wreath product Sw x T is an orthodox semigroup if and only if 
(S1) S and T are orthodox semigroups, and 
($2) S permutes X,  or T is a group and geX ~ eX for e, g~E(S).  
For endomorphism onoids, the results is 
Proposition 3.6. The monoid End X[End  Y] is orthodox if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) End X and End Y are orthodox, and 
(2) End X is a group, or End Y is a group and End X is left inverse. 
Proof. If S is the endomorphism onoid End X of the graph X, then S acts on the set 
V(X). Now S permutes V(X)  if and only if End X has only one idempotent, i.e., End X 
is a group. If ge(V(X))  ~ e(V(X))  for e, geE(End  X), then for x~ V(X), we get 
gex = ex' for some x' ~ V(X). Then egex = e(ex') = eex' = ex' = gex for all x ~ V(X). 
So, ege = ge for any e, g e E(End X). That is, End X is left inverse. Therefore, from 
Lemma 3.5 this proposit ion is obtained. [] 
Theorem 3.7. Let X and Y be graphs satisfying conditions in Lemma 2.3. Then X[Y]  is 
End-orthodox if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) X and Y are orthodox, and 
(2) End X is a group, or End Y is a group and End X is left inverse. 
Corollary 3.8. Let X be an unretractive graph with g(X) >~ 5. I f  Y is an End-orthodox 
connected bipartite graph, then both XEY]  and Y [X]  are End-orthodox graphs. 
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